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Toledo Guardian Angels to patrol University
by Teresa Perretti
and Marcy Grande

The red berets of the Guardian
Angels will be visible on campus
Friday and Saturday as Toledo members of the volunteer anti-crime group
patrol the area on an "experimental
"The Guardian Angels have come
to campus to help deter crime," Kenneth Chambers, chapter coordinator
for the Toledo Guardian Angels and a
1960 University graduate, said at the
Undergraduate Student Government
meeting last night.
Earlier yesterday, Curtis Sliwa,
national founder of the anti-crime
group, and Chambers said they were
prompted to come to the University
by recent reports of attacks on and
off-campus. Sliwa said there was a
need on-campus for "visual deterrents" against crime.
' 'What we offered was a quick injection program which would mean
bringing four or five recent graduated
Angels from the Toledo chapter to
start off with," Chambers said.
While William Bess, director of
Public Safety, was very open to the
idea, he thought it would intially depend on how students react, Chambers said.
"Appearing before the USG representatives was one way for us to see
if the students feel the need for our
presence here," Chambers said.
If student feedback is in favor of

having the patrols act as crime deterrents, Chambers said he may want to
continue a satellite program here.
"We will spend time patrolling this
weekend. If the student body wants us
to do anything more, we will," Chambers said.
Sliwa said a large satellite chapter
was set up at Ohio State University
two years ago, and the most effective
chapter was instituted at Northwestern University in Evanston, 111.
Sliwa added that the Guardian Angels would be stationed in areas
where there are corners and darkness, or what he calls "rapists' delight."
Members of USG aired their feelings
toward the Angels.
r
'I think it is great that they are
going to be patrolling on the weekends. We (the escort service) are not
open on weekends and this will make
it safer on and off-campus. It can't
hurt in the least to have these guvs
here," Joe Savage, chairman of the
Commuter Off-Campus Organization,
said.
Other members of USG stressed
objections to the service in that it may
add to the panic situation already
existing on campus.
"I think in this situation panic
might be a good thing. Being wary
and cautious might help," Howard
Ishiyama, chief officer of legislative
affairs for USG, said.
see ANGELS page lour

Marines evacuate
airport tor warships
BEIRUT (AP) - U.S. Navy helicopters took Marines from their base at
Beirut's airport to warships in the
Mediterranean yesterday as the Marine withdrawal from Beirut officially
got under way.
Israeli jets, meanwhile, bombed
and strafed positions in the Syriancontrolled mountains east of the capital.
"Today the support people have
gone ana we're working on the combat gear," Marine spokesman Maj.
Dennis Brooks said. "Today is the
first day of the relocation" of the 1,300
combat troops standing by since President Reagan announced Feb. 7 his
plan to withdraw them.
Brooks said he was could not say
how many Marines were withdrawn
yesterday. He estimated it would take
a week or two to evacuate the base at
Beirut's airport. Since the base was
established in September 1982, 265
U.S. servicemen have died in Lebanon.
Brooks said the Marines would
leave their bunkers and foxholes intact. He added: "I haven't been informed of who is going to be '
over these positions, but they're '
come to them."

Akef Haidar, a former Lebanese
army colonel now chief of military of
Amal, the largest Shiite militia, said
his forces would not take over the
airport positions because they hold
better posts in the area.
The Israeli command said its lets
struck at four buildings described as
guerrilla bases alone the Beirut-Damascus highway in the central mountains, and returned safely after the 20minute midmorning raid.
Since the Druse offensive a week
ago, the Israeli army has been sending patrols north of the Israeli defense
line at the Awali River to the outskirts
of Damour, 12 miles south of Beirut.
Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir, in Brussels, Belgium, said Israel
does not intend "at this stage " to
move forces into permanent positions
north of the Awali.
Meanwhile, Lebanese radio stations
said Saudi mediators were working in
Beirut and Damascus, Syria, on a new
plan calling for a cease-fire throughout Lebanon and a government declaration scrapping a May 17 IsraeliLebanese troop withdrawal
agreement.
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Guardian Angels
ask to patrol
(above) Curtis Sliwa, national
founder of the Guardian Angels,
speaks to the press outside the Office of Public Safety, 104 Commons, after a meeting yesterday
with William Bess, director of Public Safety.
(right) Surrounded by members of
the volunteer organization, Kenneth
Chambers (center of photo), the
chapter coordinator for the Toledo
Guardian Angels and a 1980 University graduate, addresses reporters.
Prompted by recent reports of attacks on and off campus, Sliwa
and Chambers offered Bess a
"quick Injection program" to provide
"visual deterrents" against campusarea crimes If students ask for
their assistance.

Graduation service to remain at stadium
by Mark Dl Vlncenzo
staff reporter

As a result of a survey of student
opinion on spring commencement,
University President Paul Olscamp
hasdecided that graduation exercises
for this spring will be held in Doyt L.
Perry Field, Karen Washbush, Undergraduate Student Government
vice president, said yesterday.
More than 93 percent of the 867
students who filled out surveys, conducted by the News and USG, voted to
keep graduation exercises as they
have been in the past.

In addition, the Ad Hoc Committee
on Spring Commencement recommended to the administration yesterday, in a report at the Faculty Senate
meeting, that there should be one
commencement ceremony.
"We (the committee) feel that it
would be worth the effort to hold
spring commencement exercises as
one University, rather than as individual colleges," Dr. Kenneth Rothrock, spokesman for the committee
and associate professor of Sociology,
said.
The committee also recommended
that a "removable, reusable tent/awning-type structure" be installed
and cover one-half of the field and one

Nicaragua plans first elections since 1979
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP) - The
leftist Sandinista government said
yesterday it will hold nationwide elections Nov. 4, three months earlier
than expected. But it insisted that
Marxism would remain a part of
"Sandinista democracy."
"We do not accept democracy that
is ordered by the U.S. government,"
said Daniel Ortega, coordinator of the
governing junta, as an apparent reference to US pressure for open elections.
Nov. 4 is two days before the U.S.
general election.
Ortega spoke to an estimated 130,000 people in the Plaza of the Revolution to mark the 50th anniversary of
the death of guerrilla hero Augusto
Cesar Sandino, the Sandinistas'
namesake.

Ortega also announced:
• The president, vice president and
legislature will take office Jan. 10,
1985, for six-year terms.
• The voting age will be lowered
from 18 to 16.
• An amnesty for rebels, to expire
Tuesday, will extend to May 4. The
amnesty does not extend to rebel
leaders.
He did not mention the state of
emergency, in effect since March
1962, which has restricted political
activity because of what the government said was the threat of a U.S. or
U.S.-supported invasion.
Opposition parties said they will
boycott the elections unless the government lifts the emergency and
press censorship, respects human
rights and cuts links between the
official party - the Sandinista Na-

■the bottom lineBar robots
entertain
customers

McHENRY, N.D. (AP) - When
Faron Ziebart beads out to his
workshop, there's no telling what or who - lie will come back with.
Ziebart, 22, a farmer from
Hamar, N.D., makes robots, but
not just any robots. His computerrun creations talk, move, sing and
play guitars to entertain customers
at the McHenry Bar.
On the wall above the door is
Dead Eye Sam, a skeleton who
blinks his eyes, moves his mouth
and tells jokes. In one corner of the
bar stands a 7-foot blrdman some

tional Liberation Front - and government security forces.
Citing the costs in lives and damage
from U.S.-backed rebels, Ortega said,
"We don't want that democracy that
used power to threaten and attack
those who do not follow its imperialist
designs."
"We don't want that kind of democracy, where only 30 percent of the
population vote, he added. "For us
democracy is for the people... For us
democracy is the agrarian reform.
For us democracy is rights for the
worker."
He added, "Christianity and Marxism are part of the Sandinista democracy. We took power in 1979 promising
democracy and we will fulfill our
promise."
The elections would be the first
since the Sandinistas toppled the re-

people have named Jo-Jo. He
strums the guitar and sings country music or rock-and-roll.
The star attraction are the Country Critters, two life-size furry
brown bears who sing and play
instruments as they move their
arms, hands, heads and mouths.
Ziebart robots consist of vinyl,
foam rubber, Fiberglas, Plexiglas
and fur stretched over steel frames
with ball bearing joints and an
intricate air pressure valve system
that creates movements of the
head, mouth, eyes and arms,

gime of rightist strongman Anastasio
Somoza in July 1979. The last elections were held Sept. 1, 1974, when
Somoza was re-elected easily.
It had been expected that the elections would be announced for 1985,
with next Feb. 21 as the most probable
date.
Most of those at the ceremony were
activists from neighborhood Sandinista defense committees. There also
were thousands of students, brought
in from the north where they were
picking cotton and coffee. About 500
Americans are helping with the harvest.
Opposition leaders have protested
that lowering the voting age to 16 is an
attempt to take advantage of the
extensive Sandinista penetration into
youth sectors.

side of the stadium, in case it rains.
But there may not be enough money
to afford to buy a temporary shelter
for graduation exercises, Brian
Baird, USG president, said. The University spends about $41,000 a year for
three graduation exercises, he said.
"If you consider the fact that each
student spends about $15,000 in their
time at college, the money they're
(the University) spending is not
nearly enough,'' Baird said. He added
that four campus police officers will
be at spring commencement and will
be expected to keep the family and
friends of graduates off the field.
The committee also recommended
that a card be given to each graduate

and later be exchanged for a diploma
cover at the end of the ceremony, that
Olscamp send a letter of congratulations to each graduation candidate,
that the ceremony last no more than
one and a half hours and that it begin
with a processional and end with an
announcement dismissal.
In other business, the Ad Hoc Task
Force on University Configuration is
interviewing all individuals and
groups who have submitted written
statements regarding the configuration. The committee will make a
recommendation to the Strategic
Planning Configuration Committee aa
to whether or not schools should become colleges.

More escorts sought
by Patty Rilter
stolt reporter

Increased use of the Escort Service has prompted interviews to
recruit volunteer escorts to add to
the once under-manned staff.
According to Tamy Stone, sophomore volunteer coordinator, the
service has received a rash of calls
for escorts due to the publicity of
the attacks and rapes that have
occurred on campus.
"Last semester we received a
total of 945 calls and now we're
averaging between 50 and 60 a
night, she said. Thus interviews
began Monday to choose more escorts.
ir.side

The Escort Service, which operates from the Commuter Center in
Moseley Hall Monday through
Thursday from dusk to midnight,
set a new record, however, when it
received 172 calls in six hours last
Thursday, Kerri Kimble, a junior
volunteer dispatcher, said.
"The new volunteers will make
our services more efficient and
more available to everyone," Kimble said.
Prospective volunteers for the
Escort Service go through a demanding interview procedure before they are chosen, Stone said.
Screening checks through Public
Safety and interview questions
see ESCORTS page tour

weather

• Mayor Bruce Bellard gave the
state of the city address at last
night's city council meeting. Page
• Carrying on their fathers' message, the daughters of Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. and Malcom X,
Yolanda King and Attalla Shabazz
respectively, will perform "StepKlng into Tomorrow" a play about
DW high school students solve
their problems through hope and
determination.

Sunny today with a high in the
upper 40s. Low tonight near 30.
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—editorial— Capping medical costs won't help
Time to deal with
acid rain problem
From above, they seem like the perfect creation of nature.
Glistening water in the sunlight, and ripples moving
across the clear water with the wind. But on closer look, one
will find no life in these lakes, neither plant nor animal. They
are the victims of acid rain.
Ohioans should take special notice of acid rain. The high
sulfur coal burned in Southern Ohio accounts for 10 percent of
the total national output of sulfur dioxide. When burned off,
this compound seeps into the atmosphere and is returned to
the earth in the form of acid rain.
The results have been detrimental. The lake described
above is just one of 50,000 dead lakes in Canada and more are
dying. Fishermen, who once sported the many fish of Lake
Erie, now find that the populations have dwindled and the
better fish are gone. The fishing industry is hurting ... the
future of our environment is hurting.
But legislators and policy-makers in Ohio have been slow
to act. Cleaning up acid rain may cost jobs, raise utility bills
and increase taxes; three unpopular issues in this slowly
recovering state. The governor has said that he is committed
to finding solutions, but will not threaten the livelihood of our
state.
But, there is a resolution pending on Capitol Hill that
deserves some attention. House Resolution 3400 will mandate
that many of the worst offenders in sulfur dioxide emissions
be required to install scrubbers. It is said that these scrubbers will reduce emission by 12 million tons in just over a
decade for a minimal cost to taxpayers. The bill is also
committed to saving jobs in the coal industry.
The bottom line is that something ultimately has to be done
to save the environment before more lakes and a good
portion of our fresh water supply is contaminated and that
something must happen soon. The balance of the competing
interests Detween the coal industry and the environment is
not an easy one, especially for Ohio. But even in these tough
times, a worker can find another job and the state industry
can find other means to produce energy. On the other hand,
those lakes and fish can never again tie restored. We have
only one chance with this environment and we have done
enough damage already. The faster we act, the more of it we
save.

Making the 'black list'
by Art Buchwald

Whenever the government comes
up with a blacklist, I immediately
rush out and see if I made it.
The other day it was revealed the
United States Information Agency
kept a list of Americans who were not
to be sent abroad as part of the
propaganda departments speaking
program. Among the blacklisted were
Walter Cronkite, the most trusted
man in America; David Brinkley
economist John Kenneth Galbraith
Lester Thurow and Paul Samuelson
Washington Post editor Ben Bradlee
former Secretary of Defense James
Schlesinger; former Director of the
CIA Stansfield Turner; former National Security Advisor McGeorge
Bundy; and feminist Betty Friedan;
as well as about 80 other outstanding
citizens.
The reason given for the list was
that top officials of USIA did not
believe foreigners should be exposed
to any Una of ideology that was
remotely in conflict with that of the
president's.
Since some of my best friends were
on the list, I was embarrassed I didn't
make it It was the second major
blacklist I've missed. In 1974,1 failed
to make the famed Nixon "enemies"
hat, an oversight that cost me any
clout I might have had in this town.
When it was revealed the USIA had
the names of those who should not
represent the United States abroad. I
called and demanded to talk to the
agency's ideological czar.
"How come I didn't make your
speakers' blacklist?" I asked him.
"We had to limit it to only the best
and the brightest"
"And bow were they chosen?" I
demanded.
"Very carefully. Whenever a name
was submitted to us to represent the
United States in our overseas speakers' program, it went upstairs to our
Blue Ribbon Ideological Review
Board. If there was the slightest evidence the speaker disagreed with the
president on economics, foreign policy, or Just plain conservative philosophy, he or she was listed as a
questionable spokesperson and one
who could not be trusted to carry
America's message to the world."
"The whole thing smacks of Mc-

Carthyism," I said.
"That's a typical liberal knee-ierk
reaction, "the man said. "Thetruthof
the matter is that the USIA is the
propaganda arm of the president of
the United States, and our nation's
credibility would be seriously questioned if we sent Americans abroad
who disagreed with Mr. Reagan's
policies. The blacklist was only a
guide to counteract those in the
agency who thought the overseas
speaking program should be bipartisan."
"All right, I'll accept the fact that
the USIA does not want to send any
speakers overseas who are not in tune
with Mr. Reagan's conservative philosophy. But where does that leave
those of us who never made the list?
How do we explain the omission to the
people who were blackballed?"
'There was nothing personal about
the blacklist," he replied. "The reason you didn't make the list is that
your name was never submitted by
anyone in the agency as a candidate
for our speaking program."
"Isittoolaienow?"Iasked.
"Too late for what?"
"To make the blacklist. I have
several friends at the USIA who would
submit my name if they knew it
meant that much to me."
"I'm afraid it is too late. We just
had a directive from upstairs that
since the blacklist is now public
knowledge, we can no longer keep it"
"Does that mean the Blue Ribbon
USIA Ideological
Board is going to be
disbanded?'r
"Of course not. But the blackballing will be done verbally, and no
longer by printed ballot. We have no
intention of throwing out the baby
with the bathwater."
"One more question. Did Charles
Wick, the director of the USIA, know
you people were keeping a blacklist of
loyal Americans who didn't agree
with the president?"
"Not to my knowledge. He was so
busy taping the telephone calls of his
friends, heleft the day-to-day blacklisting to us."

money as we did in the past. But
health care is not like candy bars with
fewer nuts or hamburgers with big
Physicians in California have vol- fluffy buns. Even if doctor's fees are
untarily decided to put a freeze on going up, we may be getting a better
doctor's fees, in an effort to hold down product.
Every year brings new technology
the skyrocketing cost of medical care.
Senator Edward Kennedy, still an and new techniques, which we all
enthusiastic supporter of national expect our doctors to have masteredhealth insurance, attracted national we may be willing to pay more for
media attention last week by propos- greater expertise and a greater probing that medical care costs be capped. ability of being cured.
Trauma centers, helicopter ambuThe cause of all this activity seems to
be a feeling that we can no longer lances and intensive care units cost
tolerate paying so much to keep enormous amounts of money, but we
would hesitate to return to a time
healthy.
There is no question that health when we did not have these things and
care is costly and becoming ever medical care was cheaper. Costly
more costly all the time. The price of new technology such as CAT Scans
medical care tends to rise faster than and ultrasound, enable doctors to
the rate of inflation and accounts for make better and more accurate diagan ever larger percentage of the gross noses, but we would hesitate to calcunational product. As birth rates de- late a cost/benefit ratio.
It would be cheaper to let people
cline ana life spans increase, the
population's average age and the de- with cancer die than give them expenmand for health care services stead- sive chemotherapy and radiation
treatments, but we do not hesitate to
ily increases.
Social Security, when it developed use every available means to effect a
cash flow problems, used to steal cure. Medical care is an expense we
from the Medicare fund, but it is have always been willing to pay.
There are structural reasons for
quickly becoming apparent that without major changes soon, Medicare health care inflation. Third party
will not long remain in the black.
Clearly, something must be done, but
what?
Kennedy's proposed legislation
treats the symptoms, but does not
cure the underlying cause of the disease. Price controls generally do not
work.
When Carter tried voluntary wage
and price guidelines, they were
greeted with enthusiastic disregard,
and unintentionally illustrated the
superior power of the market over
by Kenneth York

payment systems, with government
or private insurance, always contribute to inflation because no one has a
direct interest in holding down costs.
The insurance agency collects premiums sufficient to cover its payments, its administrative costs and its
profits; the patient uses as many
medical services as the doctor suggests because they have already been
paid for by the premiums.
Malpractice Insurance is a large
part of doing business for the doctor,
made more expensive by superfluous
lawyers pursuing petty cases and
Juries awarding egregious damages.
To avoid malpractice suits, doctors
protect themselves by ordering every
conceivable test - the best defense
against negligence being exhaustiveness.
Hospitals incure expenses beyond
medical equipment and bed linen;
they must pay the wages of janitors,
secretaries, medical records administators and controllers.
Medical care is made more expensive by medicine's bias toward curing
present illness rather than preventing
future illness. Despite a historical
reverence for physicians, the impact
of doctors upon the health of the

community was negligible until the
advent of public health measures
such as sanitation and clean water.
Money is far more effectively spent in
preventing the spread of disease than
in curing It once it has spread.
It is a curious contrast that while
drug companies are often singled out
for special treatment when quarterly
profit statements are issued (as if it
were ignoble to make a profit selling
medicine), doting parents still wistfully hope that one day their child will
become a doctor, and therefore a
well-respected member of the community. And doctors are a wealthy
oup: a recent American Medical
ciation survey showed that the
average doctor earned $100,000 per
year.
Using this to decide if medical care
is over priced is difficult. How can we
tell if the cost is too high when we
cannot measure the benefits? And
even if we succeed in capping the
costs of medical care, if shortages
and diminished quality is the result,
what has been gained?

York, a third year graduate student in
industrial labor relations, is a staff
columnist for the News.

Nixon tried wage and price controls
in the 1970s, producing only shortages, widespread cheating, and renewed (and worse) inflation when the
controls were phased out.
Price controls were used with some
success during World War II, but
without a war, or even the moral
equivalent of war, failure is certain.
Diocletian tried price controls during
the Roman Empire with a similar
lack of success.
All socialist economies have wage
and price controls, and of all these
scientifically managed economies
have persistent shortages of consumer goods, and are characterized
by inefficiency and poverty. There
are few government policies with a
similar history of consistent failure as
prioe controls, yet they are reflexively suggested time and again.
Inflation carries with it negative
connotations; Kennedy implies that
we are not getting as much for our

Jackson's triumph in Rhode Island
by Garry Wills

G.K. Chesterton said the trouble
with journalism is that we learn that
Jones died before we ever knew that
Jones was born. We get the end of
stories without their beginnings. I
never saw a better case of that than
the coverage of Jesse Jackson's work
for the release of a Quaker war protester imprisoned in a Rhode Island
maximum security cell. (Mrs.
Frances Crowe, accompanied by nuns
from the order of the Sisters of Mercy,
entered a plant and spray-painted
"Thou ShaltNot Kill" on Trident
missile tubes.)
All the newspaper accounts I saw
began with a denial, by prison officials, that Jackson had secured the
release of Mrs. Crowe - before the
story being denied had ever appeared.
Nor did any newspaper reports
that I have seen - including the fullest
accounts, in the Providence Journal
and Providence Sunday Journal - tell
why Jackson had been concerned with
Mrs. Crowe's imprisonment from a
very early date. Instead of explaining
the connection, the Providence newsSaper printed hostile speculation that
ackson was just shopping around for
another Robert Goodman to spring
from the slammer.
But Mrs. Crowe told me how she
had been a Jackson organizer in Massachusetts before she began serving
her term. She helped to organize a
rally for him, but bad to go off to
prison by the time it occurred, Jan.
13. Jackson, when he came to Northampton, Mass., and learned of her
plight, wanted to call her and thank
her, but no calls are accepted in the

maximum security section of the
Rhode Island prison. Jackson had to
get permission from the governor
before be could speak to her.
The January rally went forward,
with an empty chair on the stage,
Mrs. Crowe's picture propped up on
it, in tribute to her. Jackson promised, at that time, to go to Rhode
Island and help celebrate her release
in February. He also asked the governor to move that release date up, and
received some assurance that it could
be done.
But prison authorities resisted the
effort to free Mrs. Crowe on Saturday,
Feb. Ljtf a jn. instead of Sunday at 9
a.m. They compromised by freeing
her on the date agreed to, Sunday, but
letting her leave at the stroke of
midnight. Mrs. Crowe told me, "Jesse
got me out nine hours early," but the
official story was the one reported that the date of her release had not
been changed.
Jackson kept his promise, and
went to Providence on Feb. 4 to celebrate Mrs. Crowe's release. The evening started at the Olney Street
Baptist Church, where a cheering
crowd beard Jackson praise Mrs.
Crowe for her opposition to the nuclear arms race. He said, among
other things: "We don't want to be
trapped between Andropov's coughs
ana Reagan's naps"
(Andropov was
still alive then). rTve heard a lot of
my Democratic opponents saying
they'll be tough with the Russians.
That must mean they're going to stop
missiles with their chests."
Jackson praised a different kind of
power, exemplified by women such as
Harriet Tubman, women who go to

prison for their beliefs. Then Jackson
organized the motorcade and march
to the prison, which went forward
with chants such as, "Before you jail
our women, bring our boys back
home."
Mrs. Crowe came out of the prison
and went back with the crowd to the
church where the march had originated. She was greeted warmly, she
thanked Jackson for his concern, she
read a letter of support for his candi-

dacy signed by all 30 inmates of the
maximum security section - and by
one guard. She had continued her
political organizing work in jail, as
she does now, outside. Just thought
you would like to know - and from
other accounts, you wouldn't know.
(John Wills assisted with the reporting and preparation for this column.)

Wills is a columnist for the Universal
Press Syndicate.

The members of CHOICE do not
condone what activity may occur in
the University Hall men's restroom.
On the contrary, we find this promiscuity to be unhealthy and dehumanizing.
This letter is in response to Mark Di
CHOICE is a support group. In this
Vincenzo's article entitled "Nothing day when apathy reigns - as demonbottlers me anymore" appearing in strated by his article - I think it's
the February 9 edition of the BG significant that a group of students
NewsMr. Di Vincenzo's string of "I would join together simply to let those
don't cares" has sparked my own who are struggling with homosexualseries in a more positive vein. You ity know that someone empathizes
see, I care.
and does care. We are not asking you
I care, that his article, which libeled to deal with us as homosexuals. We're
CHOICE, was allowed publication. asking to be dealt with as people
I'm referring to. the sentence: "I deserving of respect regardless of our
having nothing against gays, mind sexual preference. .
you, Ijust wish a "choice few of
However, allow me to add iust one
them wouldn't hang out by the men's more item to Mr. Di Vincenzo's list of
bathroom on the first floor of Univer- the "I don't cares." I DON'T CARE if
sity Hall and proposition me when I go I ever come across the unprofessional
inside." His use of the word choice journalistic efforts as displayed by
within quotation marks implies that
these people who "proposition you"
are members of the gay student
J. Bryan
union, CHOICE. This is a false deBox 22
famatory remark.
university Hall

Article reffering to
'Choice' unwarranted

Clear Views

byl Downing and T. Clear/

Buchwald It a columnist for the Lot
Angeles Times Syndicate
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Leaders' daughters perform
Both Martin Luther King and Malcolm X hoped that youths would always continue their struggle to better
themselves, no matter how great the
obstacle. In their production entitled
"Stepping into Tomorrow," the
daughters have attempted to dramatize their fathers' hope.

by Tom Reed
stall reporter

Although Martin Luther King Jr.
and Malcolm X had contrasting political views, both shared a message of
hope. Now, many years after their
deaths, the eldest daughters of the
two men have united to carry their
fathers' message to the stage.
In March 1980 Yolanda King and
Attalla Shabazz formed a theatrical
company called Nucleus. The New
York based group has been touring
the nation and will appear in the
Northeast Commons tonight at 8 p.m.
The event is sponsored by the Black
Student Union.

The play is a blend of music, comedy and drama that focuses on the
lives of eight high school graduates
who have been forced to confront
dilemmas common tp today's youth.
The problems include: pregnancy,
suicide, drugs and dropping out of
school. As the play progresses, each
character, through responsible plan-

ning, determination and hope are able
to resolve their problems.
ID the production, King plays an
unwed teenage mother while Shabazz
portrays a talented daughter of divorced parents who cannot find a
direction in life.
While their fathers were considered
the two major leaders of the 1960s
civil rights movement, Shabazz and
King did not meet until 1979. And now,
after producing one play through
their theatrical company, they plan to
write a second. "Of One Mind*' will be
a fictional account of how their fathers might have become friends and
worked together if they would not
have been assassinated.

-dateline—
Wednesday, Feb. 22
Nutrition Information - The Student
Wellness Center is sponsoring nutrition consultations 9:30-4 p.m. on the
second floor of the Student Wellness
Center. Open to all.
Intramural Racquetball - All entries for players must be turned into
the Intramural Office, Room 108 of

the Student Rec Center by the 4 p.m Frank Kane will speak at this information meeting to be held at 7:30 p.m.
deadline today.
in Room 210 Hayes Hall. Open to all.
Black Heritage Month Event - Zeta
Concert - Clarinetist Edward
Phi Beta is sponsoring a Finer Womanhood program at 5 p.m. in the Marks, pianist Virginia Marks, and
Amani Room of the Northeast Com- violinist Boris Brant will perform at 8
p.m. in the Bryan Recital Hall of the
mons. Free and open to all.
Moora Musical Arts Building. Open to
Nattoaal Conventions Project - an.

presents

"4

'Stepping into Tomorrow
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The

by Mike Mclntyre
siol reporter

For many students, walking across
campus to a class can be inconvenient, but junior and senior nursing
students living in Bowling Green must
drive to Toledo to attend their classes.
According to Barbara Hammer,
coordinator of the University's School
of Nursing, seniors must complete all
of their coursework at the Medical
College of Ohio in Toledo.

graduation of seniors, but this will not
be the case next year.
students
"Next year the n
will have a different
Jule. They
will be totally following MCO's calendar. Although seniors will attend
graduation ceremonies, they won't
actually finish up until June," she
said.

HAMMER SAD) nursing students
are informed right from the beginning
that their classes will be at the Medical College in Toledo for their junior
"Freshman and sophomore nursing and senior years, and that it has not
students take all their courses here at lead to a decrease in enrollment.'
Bowling Green, during which time
Becky Smith, sophomore nursing
they complete all of their University major, said going to Toledo for
requirements," she said. "For the classes will be inconvenient, but there
junior and senior years, their classes is no way to get around it.
are entirely at the Medical College,
"Having to go to Toledo for the last
except for a nursing lab and nursing two years is a negative factor, but it is
technologies course taken here junior worth it because BG has the best
year."
nursing school in Ohio, as far as state
Hammer said that this year the last schools go," she said.
two quarters at the medical college
Lisa Jencson, junior nursing major,
will be condensed to accomodate the said the driving is the worst part. "It

KELLY McCOY
SHELLY JOHNSON
STACEY TAYLOR

introducing the FASTEST Turnaround
in Bowling Green from the Resume PRO'S.
A one page Resume Typeset and Printed in

48 Hours
without any rush charges!
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352-5762
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COME TO THE

NOW TAKING DEPOSITS FOR FALL

is now accepting,

is a very nice center in Toledo, but the
half-hour drive there and the halfhour drive back is really inconvenient," she added. "I am definitely
moving to Toledo next year."
Jencson said staying in school until
June, after she has attended graduation ceremonies, will not be a problem.
Hammer said Toledo's abundance
of medical facilities makes it the best
location for the medical college.
"The big problem is that here in
Bowline Green there is only one hospital and that hospital is not large
enough to accomodate all of the nursing students," she said. "The students
are in all of the hospitals, visiting
nurse agencies, and clinics in the
Toledo area as part of their training."
"It is a lime bit difficult for a
solution to the scheduling problem to
be worked out because Bowling
Green, MOO and UT all have different
schedules and it would be hard to
come up with something that would
benefit everyone," Hammer said.

HOUR
RESUME!

WINTHROP TERRACE M»TS.

Bowling Green State University
Board of Student Publications

applications tor

Nurses study in Toledo

THE SISTERS OF ALPHA XI DELTA
PROUDLY ANNOUNCE THEIR
1984 SPRING PLEDGES:

THE BLACK STUDENT UNION

NUCLEUS
I
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CABARET

"EARLY BIRD
SPECIAL"
WE PAY HUT. WITH. CAILE
All TIASH PKMP
3 Locations - Napoleon Rd., Palmer Ave.
Summit St.
♦10.00, per month OFF rent if lease
is signed by March 31st

Commencing following Spring
Break through 1984-85 academic year

1I2BDIMAPTS
Furnished & Unfurnished

Applications Available: 106 University Half
DEADLINE: Wednesday,
March 14, 5 p.m.

WH RiPwlvl

FEB. 23, 24, 25
GRAND BALLROOM
8:30 p.m.
$2.00
Call Cabaret hotline for
your reservations372-2638

warn*

THE EARLY *
RIMI
»"**
PREPARE FOR

MCATLSATGMAT
SATDATGRECPA
Join our "Early Bird" and
Summer Class** In Preparation
(or Your Fall 1984 Exam*
• Permanent Centers open days, evenings and
weekend!.
• Low hourly cost Dedicated lull-time stall.
• Complete TEST-N-TAPE* facilities lor
review ol clasa lessons and supplementary
materials.
• Small classes taught by skilled instructors.
• Opportunity to make up missed lessons.
• Voluminous home-study materials constantly
updated by researchers expert in their Held.
• Opportunity to tranatar to and continue
study at any of our over 105 centers.
OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE

SSAT-PSAT-SAT ACHIEVEMENTS-ACT
GRE PSYCH • GRE BIO - MAT • PCAT
VQE • ECFMG • FLEX • NOB • RN BDS
SPEED READING

Rapid Printing
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3550 Secor Rd.
Toledo. Oh.
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C1SG, CJAO join elections

ANGELS
.. .from page on«
Chambers believes the Angela presence will help
change the environment,
"We will no longer stand
for this kind o? activity
(crime and violence)," he
said.

by Teresa Perrettl

start reporter

Elections of officers for
both University Activities
Organization and Undergradute Student Government will be combined in
the election March 13-14.
At last night's USG
meeting Brian Baird, USG
president, said the combined efforts of UAO and
USG may help bring in
more voters and will supply the election with more
workers.
"UAO will help man the
booths and also generate
ideas," Karen Washbush,
USG vice-president, said.

Although Bill Bess
ried the door for them.
Guardian Angels have
yet to contact the BowUng
Green City Police about
their patrolling.
"We wul be contacting
them tomorrow and hopefully they will react positively to our being here,"
Chambers said.

Those running for office
will have to campaign for
12 days before voters go to
the polls.
"We are having a
shorter running period because it really takes a lot
out of you. We are also
having elections earlier so
that the new officers have
a transition period and can
work with the other officers," Washbush said.
In another matter, USG
urged students to be concerned with their safety on
and off-campus.
Baird said that the University should be providing
protection.
"Students should not be

NEWLOVE
MANAGE ME NT

having to protect themselves, the University
should be protecting
them," he saia.
To help the University
protect students, an appropriation of $400 was passed
to help the escort service
buy needed equipment.
"The rash of people using the escort service and
the many new volunteers
has brought a need for
more waBue talkies and
vests," Tammy Stone,
coordinator for the escort
service, said.
"The money will go to
help those still not aware of
the escort service as well
as the much needed equipment," Stone added.

LAYEICUT

*
*
*
*
*
*

J. Douglas Gurnlck
slat* reporter

A $200,000 drop in city
general funds last year
was a reflection of the impact of the national recession on the local
community, said Mayor
Bruce Bellard.
In his state of the city
address given at last
night's city council meeting, Bellard said the general funds were down from
$1 million in 1982 to $800,000
in ;983 The general fund
takes into consideration all
the taxes, grants and public services of the city.
The mayor said that
there was a three percent
increase in personal income tax, the result of an

Good Wed, Thurs,
Fri Feb. 22nd,
23rd, 24th

• CONOrTrONrllS

•«oww

2 blocks from campus
1 bdrm. furn. or unfurn.
Laundry room on premises
FREE HEAT, WATER & SEWER
Security Lights
Large yard & private entrances

Economy lowers city funds

$11

aces*

in the economy,
j we can do a lot
better than that, things are
moderately healthy.
Personnel costs are approximately 80 percent of
the city's expenses,
according to Bellard. Loss
of money is usually the
result of overhirings, "we
seem to have that under
control, we only hired
three more persons (282 up
from 279 in 1982) over the
previous year," Bellard
said.
Construction has been a
major expense of the city
for the past year. According to Bellard, $1.2 million
vas spent on the third
ward sewer project and
another $900,000 on the new

Coupon Good

• CUT

PRIVATE AREA! APT. COMPLEX 228 S. COLLEGE

Recession effects felt

■Leah

decide on what type of celebration would be appropiate.
Bellard said it was
"quite an honor" being
mayor during the sesquicentennial.

Bellard announced he
brought back Dr. Ernest
Hamilton yesterday morning from the Detroit airport and discussed when
the city could set aside a
day to commemorate Scott
Hamilton's gold medal
performance ui Sarejevo.
Scott Hamilton doesn't
plan to return to Bowling
Green until April, so the
mayor suggested the formation of a committee to

ESCORTS
.. .from page one

Jan. I.

DO YOUR SPRING
SHOPPING AT

RENAISSANCE
CENTER
DETROIT.MICHIGAN
SAT. FEB.25

"SUM'

S6''person for transportation
payment upon sign-up in UAO office.

THE
HAIR REPAIR
IMheav Qvollty Com— «nr~
Opmn 10om-6pm

fire station, which will be
completed in March.
In addition to the mayor's address, the city council honored the former
members of council who
relinquished their seats

,

M. JU-UM

compiled by the Counseling/Career Development
Center are included in selecting the services' volunteers, she added.
"The guys (escorts) are
all super people," she said.
Jim Hickey, a freshman
criminal justice major,
said he works about six
hours a week and sometimes more for the volunteer service.
"I heard the Escort
Service needed help
through one of my classes
and it seemed to make
sense. The job is not difficult and it's not time consuming and it makes me
feel good to know I can
help somebody out," he
According to Stone, the
Escort Service also offers
a driving service for offcampus distances too far
to cover by foot.
"We do get several calls
for rides, but sometimes
we have to express that we
aren't a taxi service," she
said.

328 S. MAIN Call 352-5620 or 352-1165

BGSU SKI CLUB

ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN A

SEI WITH US IN
HOLIDAY VALLEY, NY

fr»m %

PIEDMONT APARTMENT
$375/month

February 24-26
Meeting: Tonite
Place: 070 Overman
Time: 8 p.m.

835 High St. 352-8378

SPECIAL FEATURES

wall-to-wall carpeting
sound conditioned interior
cable TV
Mchencome* equipped with a
Gasranee. stainless steel sink
refrigerator, focd waste disposal
• compfclely lurnishM
'
•
• utilities paid, encept lor electricity eitra large clmet*
• .nsulated windoe*f'ess t
• L shaped llVlntj-dininf area »itn
- sliding glass doors to balcony
m balcony
• 880 >q. ft. per apartment
• 2 bedrooms — t\t baths
• central Gas and hntinf with
individual apartmtnt controls

•
>
>
>

i twin beds in each bedroom
» built-in vanity in hallway
' linen closet
1
fast recovery Gas water heating
carpeted halls and inside entrances
• Gas-equipped laundry area
available in each apartment
building
patio areas with Gas grills available
for each building

Welcome Alpha Phi
Spring Pledges:
Tracy Gipp
Mary Hall
Stephanie Hornberger

S'GN LEASE
W/PIEDMONT APT.
RECEIVE
FREE membership
to Health Spa

Amy Barber
Kelly Cox
Cynthia1DeCroocq

ix

None man R*aJ Kritalf Company
HKIWimi.UmSV.I.HIM

• hydro spa whirlpool
• Indoor heated pool
• metres sauna
• sun lamps
•complete exercise

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT
GOVERNMENT

facilities 4 equipment

NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR
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Ski Maintanance Demonstration
l
*AddifTo*nal ImporfahTTnfoTmati'

The Brothers of
Sigma Phi Epsilon
are proud to announce
their 1984-85 officers

NOW LEASING:
SUMMER & FALL
825 THIRD ST:
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VILLE: 2 BEDROOM. ONE AND ONE
HALF
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..BobGulosh
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Brendan Flaherty
Steve Machionsky
MDeMuth
Jeff Longwell
Mike Vetter
Scott Lameier
Chris Velotta
Tom Roshetko
Mike Lewis
Gerald Krezmien
Matt Shull
PaulCraycraft
Gerald Krezmien

i

Not a "Sale". . .
Not a "Limited-Time
Special Offer"
No strings attached*

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT

Our Everyday
Year-Round
Prices

ARE YOU TIRED OF APARTMENT

to fill your
prescription with
professionally-fitted

t-5

S

t•8

Special thanks to the previous officers for n
I a great job...

COMPLEXES. WE HAVE THE ANSWER!
*
*
*
*
*
*

214 N. ENTERPRISE: 2 bdrm. duplex
216 N. ENTERPRISE: 1 bdrm. duplex
218 N. ENTERPRISE: 2 bdrm. duplex
911 M0URNINGD0VE: 3-4 bdrm. house
702-704 SIXTH: 2 bdrm. duplex
702 1/2-704 1/2 SIXTH: 1 bdrm. duplex
CALL TODAY FOR MORE DETAILS!

TOP-QUALITY
EYEGLASSES

TRICES INCLUDE LENSES • KAMI:, CtHtfLETE
Eta mir.ll! I by KaarMR O. lakir. O.D.
MOST CLEAR GLASS
STANDARD
SINGLE VISION LENS RX
GLASS BIFOCALS

$

34

$

54

CHOOSE F«OM OVE« 1000 CURREWT EASHION FRAMES.
ALL AT THESE SAME LOW PRICES
Owy limed, pcarxk. ompovcr and imntMd leraci priced hither

rOR ROTT CONTACT IXNSUl <aR I

u

BtBRudloff
SteveSmith

Chris Velotta
ScottHealy

Gregg Mumper
Mark Kchler

; H« H*3 3*2 3*2 3*2 S*2 3*2 3*2 3*3 3*3 3*2 3« 3*3 8« 3*3 g« 3*4

328 S. MAIN Call 352-5620 or 352-1165

IS

CALL FOR MORL ISTORMATTON
354-385.

M

i

RENT

SJOO/MO. 12 MO. LEASES ONLY 2 BEDROOM I
1/2 BATHS UNFURNISHED.

■»
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K
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FURNISHED APTS.

755, 777 MANVILLE:

M

President..™
Vice President
Internal Affairs
Vice Pres. Rush.
Comptroller...:.
Corresponding Sec
Recording Sec
Senior Executive.
Senior Marshall
Junior Marshall
Social Chairman
House Guard
House Manager
I.F.C. Rep
Chaplain

BATHS.

ns/Mo.

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
405 Student Services Building

M
■9-

IS

841 8th ST, 733 MAN-

ASSISTANT TO THE
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
COORDINATOR

M

N.CELY AR

RANGED ONE BEDROOM ARTS. RENTS
SM0/MO INCLUDING OAS. AND WATER.

Burliiiqloii Oplk ,il
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Falcons* Bender overcomes surgery to become the best
By Karl %tiim
sports reporter

Senior gymnast, Julie
Bender reached the end of
a long and difficult
comeback trail only two
weeks ago when she broke
the all-around record with
a 38.3 score. For Bender, it
was the fifth time she has
tied or broken the record
since donning a Falcon uniform last season.
More importantly,
eclipsing the score of 38
was a goal that Bender had
set two years ago when her
future as a gymnast was in
serious Jeopardy. Bender
was born with scoliosis, a
disease which causes curvature of the spine. Doctors kept a close watch on
her back, but when the
curve jumped from 40 degrees to SO in one year, it
was decided that surgery
was the only solution.

photo/Phil Masturzo
Bowling Green's Julie Bender competes in the floor
exercise event in competition earlier in the season.

"I've been performing
gymnastics since I was
14," Bender said. "And the
doctors started suggesting
that I take up something
else. But, after surgery I
decided that I would continue and set my goal at 36
for the all-around."
IT WAS during the period when she was wearing
the back brace that her
school, the University of
Louisville dropped its
gymnastics program.
Bender, back brace and
all, came to Bowling Green
to give coach Charles Simpson a look at her talents.
She took off her brace and
did a few tumbles and Simpson decided to give her a
shot, after red shirting her
for a year.
"Others were skeptical
because of the brace,"

Cleveland Bound!!!
Weekend Shuttle

THE DELICATE operation included placing steel
rods on either side of Bender's spine. She was laid up
in the hospital for three
weeks and another spent
ten months wearing a back
brace. It was at this time
that the doctors suggested
that Bender take up another form of excercise.

possible added stop
Exit 8 (Elyria)
FOR RESERVATIONS
354-2242

GRANDE
BURRITO
$3.95

UnibedWiay

®

FOREIGN
CAR

The Best
Mexican Food
In Town

Don't be a
heartbreaker

Muffler
Installed

SUNDANCE
3521092

d;% American Heart
^Association

$13.95
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UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
UNIVERSITY COURTS
APARTMENTS
THE MOST CONVENIENT LOCATION IN TOWN
CLOSE TO REC.CENTER, MOVIE THEATRES, INTRA
MURAL FIELDS, FRATERNITY ROW, BANK, FASTJ.
FOODS AND ICE ARENA.

Gas heat, hot water and cooking
included.
Tenant pays electric only,
(small monthly electric bill)
•Spacious 2 bdrm. apts. furnished,
ast, dependable, 24 hr.
maintenance.
•In-house laundry centers.
•Plenty of storage area.
•Now accepting applications for
summer and next fall.
Rental office located in Amherst Village^
1520 Clough Phone 352-0164
Behind Wendy's)

Bowling Green, OH

352-1195

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
•all utilities included «gas heat 'laundry
facilities • drapes • carpet • party & game room
•swimming pool • sauna
$270-furnished
$250-unfurnished
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

/beside Hie Powder Puff)

12208 £ typsy Une Road
228 Clough Street

$280-fumished
$265-unfurnished Plus gas and electric
Landlord pays water and sewage

ANSWER:

CAMPUS MANOR APARTMENTS
SOS Cbafji St. (em ti Stems, ft Dmm)

A LARGE SELECTION OF
QUALITY HOUSES AND
APARTMENTS FOR
1984*5!

214 Napoleon Road

WHOLE HOUSE FOR RENT!!!
521 Ridge Street

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE

Meadowview Court
Apartments

•
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of my mind. When I scored
9.3 on the vault, I knew I
couldn't stop, I had to
break 36. It helped me in
bars and beam but hurt in
the floor where I had a few
stumbles and falta."
According to Bender,
one of the greatest aids in
her performances has been
her teammates. The ability of the team to help one
another and the great enthusiasm have not only
made Bender's individual
success possible, but also
the team's winning ways.
"We have the best team
as far as attitude and
friendship,"said Bender,"I couldn't have asked
for better teammates in
my senior year."

Plan now for the 1984 School Year

•FRE€ ESTIMATES*

QUESTION:

OMSMM-MH. BUJ

back and her scores have
improved throughout the
year. She broke the allaround record in the season opener against Ball
State and again two weeks
later against Kent State.
She then tied it against
Central Michigan another
two weeks later, before
finally reaching the elusive
36 total against the West
Virginia Mountaineers. In
doing so, she also broke the
vault record with a 9.3
score and came within onetenth of a point of breaking
the school record for the
balance beam.
"A 36 is a 9.0 average on
each event which is a goal
to strive for,"said Bender,"It's always on the back

319 E. Wooster
354-2260
Close To Camniifil

WET* RGHT1NG FOR VOUR UFE

Mm m m fen trTufu hi t fmmri 2 Umm
•mtmrf iW iti U Mly 2 M Mty frm:

time with the Falcons
when they were coming off
their first championship
season. Bender helped the
squad in her first season
and in the last meet of the
season broke teammate.
Laurie Garee's all-around
school record of 35.4 with a
tally of 35.6. The Falcons
repeated as MAC champs
with Bender taking top
honors in the vault and allaround while being named
the team's MVP.
"It was a struggling
year for me," Bender said
of her first season."I had
some good days and some
bad days."
THIS YEAR is a different story. Bender has regained the flexibility in her

STOP IN OR CALL
FOR MORE INFORMATION

352-6154

Entire Month Of February

People Helping People

Bender said. "But coach
had confidence in me; I'm
glad he did."
"Julie's a lesson in determination,"said Simpson.
The following summer
was spent in Louisville
with her coach and boyfriend as she started her
comeback. Actual gymnastics were not worked
on, instead Bender spent
four months running,
weightliftine on Nautilus,
and doing flexibility exercises for her back.
"ME AND MY boyfriend
did the rehabilitation ourselves,"said Bender,'he
pushed me as far as I could
go. It was a long summer
with a lot of work but it was
worth it"
Bender then came to BG
to compete for the first

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS

338 H. Main Street [comer of Ridge end Main)
114 Ridge Street
(corner of Ridge and Main)

$225-furnished
$200-unfurnished
all utilities included, separate bedroom
FPM

mimtorsftlp ta cmrrywoon Hnltti Spa will laata.

724 £ Wooster Street
GREENBRIAR INC.
352-0717

RAISE THE ROOF!
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THE SISTERS OF KAPPA KAPPA ■
GAMMA PROUDLY ANNOUNCE
THEIR 1984*5 OFFICERS...
PRESIDENT.
VICE PRESIDENT.
2" VICE PRESIDENT.
RECORDING SECRETARY.
MARSHALL.
CORRESPONDING SEC.
REGISTRAR
TREASURER
SCHOLARSHIP.
PUBLIC RELATIONS
PLEDGE
MEMBERSHIP
HOUSE.
SOCIAL
FRATERNITY EDUCATION
PANHELLENIC DELEGA TES:

JCIMESGRO
KELLY HECKY
~s
CINDY LEOPOLD
CONNIE DELVECCHIO -i
JANE CROW
B
-i
TAMMY SALEM
MARLENE NORRIS
B
-i
BETH ROLFE
CHRISTI SKINNER
-i
LINDA MARTENS
-i
LINDA OLENICK
JENNY BOOTH
SUE HATHEWAY
BETSY SANTNER
BETH MACY

i

JUNIOR - TERRY TROWBRIDGE
SENIOR - AIMEE FELDER

TONIGHT:

Women: 5:30 p.m.
Men: 8:00 p.m.

SHOW THEM YOU CARE!
WEAR ORANGE-HAVE PRIDE
MAC TV GAME OF THE WEEK
LETS PACK THE PLACE & RAISE THE ROOF!

MANY THANKS TO ALL PAST OFFICERS!

Office Hrs.: 9-5 Mon.-Fri. 8-2 Sat.
KKr KKr KKr KKr KKr KKr KKr KKr KKr KKr KKr KKr KKI- KKI- KKI

BG VS. CENTRAL MICHIGAN
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CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

Hay ■.D.I
CongraMallona on your KD
paMglna .1 know youl
hav* me ana. lor to next
2 years
Lovt. V.B.B.K.

ONOV FENSTEKMAKER
CongraUMon* on being •uuutind
Kappa's Asserrarrt Pleage Chairman,
rm wy proud ol you end I know
you! do e greel K*>

ATTCHTON AU PM-MED,
pre-Oere. t other gWMn proieeHoral moan AED ■ preetnllng
Heresy Www rrom ROM Ursverelty
School ol MedkMThurs.Feb 23rd
8:00pra 616 LSC Al ere welcome

CongrMuMom' Amy • Jell.
onr*tarsjmarned2/17»4.
I wUh you both much success end
leasplnses m *» ***»
Love, Arsss

Euchre Tournament
FrsJey. Fab. 24
TontoomyUglon HH
Retraerlmenls IMies

Cornjeteeenne Jamlll
we wk« you to DNI ol kick wrm
your engagement. Doug reefy picked
• winner W. By. ys'
P. Box, Baps. WesdeBe i J.

SERVICES OFFERED
Nexl-To-New Shoo

Cord Jam Skirts K ott St Leg
Cor*. » orl Jan N TNnge 631
RUgs. open lonas B 8 00 p m.

Cktfhng 1 Housewsrse prkad low
OpenTueS 10-4 SFrl 1-7
S) AJoyio. School. 2nd floor

Dave Mertel
CongnMuMaora on your raw. office a*
preeMem ol Lambda CN Alpha.

NEEDTYHNO?
81h year nrvlng BGSU Students
C1 Howl Kro 352-0609

PERSONALS

JACK'S MKfUV
HUOE ICE CREAM SANOWrCHEIrl

MARDIQRAS
Booth Sponsor! Maatmg
Thura. Fab. 23
0:30 pm
PERRY CROOAN ROOM. UNION

Dear Chris,
Nice etsmp and coin ooHectkms. Do
you collect anything else?

Be.
Dabble Jends — Good Luck In tha
theatre production ol TARTUFFE
Today BG. Tomorrow, Hoaywoodl
Ware behind you at the way! Lava,
The Alpha Phis

ATTENTION UNDERGRADUATE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION MEMBERS
DONT FORGET THE THURSDAY 23
MEETS*! AT 6.30 AT THE ALUMNI
BUM KEY PICTURE AND NOMINATIONS FOR OFFICERS WIL BE
TAKEN EVERYONE MUST ATTEND

DELTA OAMMA BATHMO BEAUTY
CONTMT, THUS*. FEB. 2J 7:00
MABOAPJTA'B.
Doug, Thanks lor making my Brat
weak and aeaUand a graal one1
You're a sweetie
C

Your 22nd was a blast. N's s shame
the hag ran out so felt. But that's
•key. wa MM had run. we made
■■Mill's wNh gki Instead at nan.
VM knew wa thin* you're such a
rJeaL Bony the strawberries ended
up on Me wad. Wa can't wait til 23,
BWJ'B aea how rowdy a grad can be!
Lore, Your CtW-0 buddies.
.
Dabble end Lorl

Heve e case of the envoys
HAPPY HOUR everyday 40pm
DOWNTOWN - ROLUNQ ROCK
Uses s dele end went lo get ehvstcat? Co-Ed ill mulell eterts Feb.
27. Pick up spptnarlnai ki rm. IBS
affiil".'TWTT'rsrtif'l> "—

NEW DELI IS
NOW OPEN!

Sun. Fab. 20
12 50/pereon (or tour
Sign up m UAO office

EVENWOB: 1*4-1001

Cheers to your engagement' Good
CSfl and Cans
PADDY MURPHY HAS STARTED MS
QUEST. HE WAS LAST SEEN ON
THE SEVENTH FLOOR OF TOE LAS
VEGAS HB.TON BAR.
PaatEAaqr,

ksppsn. Oead kret ki the tuture.
JT» > Ka*»y
FNMu'e
TOGA a) where it a etl Thanks tor
•uoh • tantsetic lea' War* looking
Maejd to more wNh you In Ins
Mure Love The Brothara ol PN

5HPUS

P. WHTE.
I LOVE VOU!
I LOVE YOUI
ILOVEYOUI
YOUR. ConvnanrJarJ

OPRBia BREAK IN DAYTONA
Party with Campus Marketing
Why would anyone pay S20B when
you could pay onry $ 189 to go to the
same place? Cal Snarl 352 8351
Mon - Frl. 2:30 - 4:00.

We may haea changed
Baas DManadatto'a Sub-Ms
Quick to DrBeoedettoi Dell
Raatourant. but we atlll

UNDERORADUATE ETUOENT QOVERNaBOIT HA* APPUCATMN*
AVAILABLE FOR THE ASSISTANT
TO THE ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
COORDINATOR. APPLICATIONS
AM NOW AVAJLABLE M 40* ITUDENT HIWrTCn BUEJBW.
L-K MOTEL WBfTER
WEEKEND SPECIAL
$19 99 - Room tor two, HBO Included Ofrar good Friday. Saturday
or Sunday CM L-K Motel ol Perrysburg. 674-3664. Oner asps**
3/16/64.
ATTENTION BGSU SUNBATHERS1
Surra up but our prices aranll From
|<M S1OS.00 - spend 7 lun-IBed
day* In sunny Funds Ca* tor your
sal or organUe a amal group t travel
FREE! Greet tor dubs, tool CM LUV
TOURS (600) 368-2006. ask tor

Rocky:
Juat rernernber what you're stuck
with whan you grow up and al the
toddy bears are gone.
low, -C"

Abortion. Pragency Teete,
Larnaza Caaaaa
Cantor tor Choice
Downtown Toledo (419) 255 7789

erler ea* 11*4700.

16 mm Mooon Picture Camera Bel
and I towel 70-OL. Die atom Condition CM Jet! at 352-1285
For sale (2) studio couch/beds wtrh
bowler cushions. S26.00 each. CM
352 1231

3 F 86 Bus Major! need non-amokrig rownrnato tor next year. Marry St.
area CAI NM 2-0876 or Shety 26776 now.

HARMONrtCARDON 4 ch Recervers
(2) 400 w total each $226 00
each Otters accepted. Dave 3721830.

JVC Fut, Automaec Turntabsi w/ortotonCart uke new * 150 00 or beet
otter. Deve 372-1930

THUR6TIN MANOR APARTMENTS
At conrlaoned. luty carpeted, cabal
vWkm. atBctonoasa. sundry tacaWee
Now tossing lor summar I to)
461 Thuraan Ay*. 362-5436

SOME APARTMENT! * HOMES
•TILL AVAILABLE
OOOD LOCATION*
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
3*4-22*0

2 bedroom newly turntohod apts
Now ranting tor 84 85 FREE ssteMe TV CM 362-2663
Houses * apartments
dose to campue tor '84-65 school
- 12B7-SSAI
TTTT'TTTQ

UNIVERSITY THEATRE
PRESENTS

0

50 * OFF ANY ra

Spring is in the air
yet winter is still here!

TARTUFFE
February 22-25

OR L*ARGE SUB
Eipu-BB Feb.S, MM

-JNE

MI an
FOR FAST
FREE DELIVERY

■■■■■•■■■■■■■■■■•■■■■■■■■;■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

Main Auditorium, 8:00 p.m.
February 25 matinee at 3:00 p.m.
Students |2.00
Adults $400
CALL 372-2719 FOR RESERVATIONS

1984-85 Employee Selection
All students interested in employment at the SRC
should take note of the following dates:
February 28

$4.50
rMIMiMIT

Selection.

2 Bedrm furn. apt. with
garbage disposals & dish washers

;■,....;■:;

;■..

niniw
ft oriv.
SPECIftL

33.00

KtaPliio

rOta. Oit*>
fs*MH PllIO

!.«.•«

3-17-84

• Ml Mlrvn.

CNeaearkuelen

laeses 3-17-84

on* coupon pi pizza

BASH RIPROCKS • BASH RIPROCKS • BASH RIPROCKS • BASH RIPROCKS • BASH 2

BASH RIPROCK'S

DELIVERY:
5 pm-CLOSE
DAILY

Sunday Noon 11 pm
-j Oft \A/ WOOSTER
Mon-Wed: 11 am-11 pm ' C"*J V¥- "VUOItn
Thur-Sat: 11 am-1 pm
354-3939

"Where you always get more for your money"

I

Names of 1984-85 (beginning Fall '84)
employees will be potted al
Student Employment and SRC.

Ridge Manor Apts.
519 Ridge St.
2 bedroom
furnished townhouse
2 man rate - $375/mo & gas
3 man rate - $435/mo & gas
4 man rate - $450/mo & gas

I
I

Field Manor Apts.
542 and 560 Frazee Ave.
519 Leroy
Upper Units - $475 mo. & elec.
Basement Units - $450 mo. & elec.

ACROSS
1 Transport tor
5
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

25
28
28
31
35

Hiick and Jim
Swaerthaan
Prlnllng wror, lor
abort
Cwttury plant
Typo oI paint
Cultivated
Bandar
arjawchlMa
Ward oil
Qovamaaa Jane
de combat
Recent Chlneae
political clique
American
anthropologist
FrUoaraW
Inlet
Tylw'a successor
Piece ol furniture
Quiz response:

BUY ANY DINNER ENTREE OR SPECIALTY ITEM AT
REGULAR PRICE. . .GET ONE OF EQUAL OR LESSER
VALUE FOR HALF PRICE

EAT IN • CARRY OUT • DELIVERY

1
I
J

Ooocl IHrourjn Fabrusry 21. 1M4

49
51
52
53
55
57
62
66
68
87
68

Float outward
Short, comic play
Qlnza currency
Sllterto Ares
Actress
Hlldegarde
Alternative to a
bow tie
Lounge about Idly
Distinctive
character
Pink sand
Yorkahlre river
Valuable Chinese

vase
69 Clear the
blackboard
70 Field ol study
71 Being: Let.
72 Obligations
73 Slavic rula*

Abbr.
38 Caitor and Pollux,
e.fl.
38 Hero ol Manila
Bay
39 Army N.C.O.'a
41 Requlremente
43 Riled up
|
44 Wettmlnater

Call Greenbrlar, Inc.
352-0717

BUY ONE GET ONE FOR 1/2 PRICE

HSVa • SXOOUdlU HSVB • SXOOUdlU HSV8 • SMOOddld HSV8 • SXOOddld H^Vfl

23

516 E. Merry Ave.

:■.■;■;.;;;

All applicants must return

March 15,16

East Merry Apartments

T

13 In. On«

CNcoeesjyat'ue

Screening of applications al
SRC by Staff and Student
Employee Board.

Interviews held at SRC.

Upper Units $4507mo & elec.
Basement Units $400/mo &elec.

;..:.;■:

Op»n 4 p.m.

Applications available al Student

March 12, 13, 14

634,656,670
Frazee Avenue
2 bedroom furnished
apartments

:■;■:■;■;■;■;■;■;■.■;■;

on*> coupon p*r pizza

please!|--thosc selected for

Frazee Ave.
Apartments

;■;■;,.;■;.;■;

Mduonol Kami SO* to.

an interview will sign up for a
time on the 12th, 13th, A 14th.

Call Karen DeRosa (372-2711)
with questions!

■■■■■■■■■-,■;■;

OddnioooJ kerns 754 «a

to Student Employment Office (no calls

March 26

■■■■■■■

Ph. 352-51*6
203 North main

Services Bldg., LIMIT: 300

March 5,6,7

■■■■■■■

s*

Ph. 352-5166
203 North main
Op»n 4 p.m.

Employment Office, 460 Student

February 29, March 1 & 2

■■■

WINTER SPECIAL

Student Recreation Center

Upper Units
$2388/sem & elec.
Basement CJnits
$2028/sem & elec.

CARTY RENTALS
Apts -Rooms-Houses
Al Neer Cempus
9-12 month and
Summar Leeses
Ueeng Avaasbie
352-7366 or 352-5656

VEL-MANOR APTS
2 brjrms.. mealy tunvshed apt tor
summer and tol Al ml except elec
Hot want heal 352-2866

FANTASTIC PRICES!

1432 E.WOOSTER

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
WE HAVE A LARGE VARIETY
tO PLEASE EVERYONE. RENTALS]
AM OOMQ FAST. FOR A FREE
MhOCHURE CALL 112-H20

YES ackets. March 2nd concert CM
Chrta at 372-0068

FOR RENT

1980 Fa* Strada. 30 mpg. tar oonolDon. raseble. S1600.00 CM 8665680 evenings.

Campus Manor now renting tor summar * lal next to Campus A Convenience Stores, doee to town. 3529302 24 rrs or Nwwtov* Mgmt Co
362-6620

Sears Stores conaoto. AM7FM. 8
Track. Phono. 6 CssalHs $200
i. 372-6466 at 338 Kohl

FOR SALE

WILL SUBLET APT. OR HOUSE
FALL OEM '64. CONTACT: MARY
354-1712.

2 Bdrm Duplex Closs to Campus,
*400 OOVmonth 362-6082.

Fashion boots. SUSS 8 n to 8. Al
worn once or twice Csoessnl condition, fee new. Each pay rKteranl
cokx * style CM 2-6724. M thnj R
oral, after 6 p.m.

WANTED
TwoF Ikjommalee nesded tor tol ol
1084-85 Non Smokers CM Susan
or keohal 372-3883

2-3 bdrm duptox Urge Utohan. Mng
room, porch MSS.OOmionth 3626682

74 1
Chrts 382-3743

SUMMER CAMP POSITIONS
Jewwh Community Center
ot Cleveland
Camp Wwe IRsskJsntlArasnard DayCamp
SUPERVISORS. COUNSELORS,
SPECIALISTS
(Drams, Boating.
wsi s. Arts and Crafls. Music. Outdoor ErJucaOon. Sports. Tanres.
Dance, RegaMred Nurses. Driver,
Cooks) Contact: Hate Park. 3606
MayBeld Road.
Cleveland. OH.
44118 Tel (218) 382-4000. EXT
287. Intervwwng Camp Day. March
T, 1884

WOMEN'S CLINIC
Comptehensrvs obststnCs
and Gynecotogy
Contraceptive Services.
V.D Tests and Treatment
Tsrminstionfl up to 10 weeks
Free Pregnancy Teeeng. 241-2471

NOW RENTMQ FOR 1864-86
SCHOOL YR 2 BDRM , FURN APT
HEAT. SEWAGE. WATER I CABLE
TV PAO BY OWNER 6686.00 PER
SEMESTER PER PERSON WITH 4
PEOPLE. CALL 362-7182 BETWEEN 3-7 PM, ASK FOR RICH

Engash dans * acosseories
PurceTa Bare Shop
131 W Wooator St 362-6264
I A COAT?
"OtylsCoelsl
nVWhHe. MO or beet

CAMP COUNSELORS
Outstanding Sam and Turn Down
Camps Terras, Dance, samrtestlcs.
WSI, AtreeOcs, NulxrfOn'Dletetlcs 20
plus
OapaiMi grlB' and boys'
camps 7 weeks CAMP CAMELOT
on Coaaga Campuaaa at Mass..
Perm . No. Caroana. Can Send resume: Mfclhsh) Fnedmen. Director.
947 Hewlett Dr.. No. Woodmen.
NY 11581.518-374 0766.

I BREAK HURRYI Wave aok)
out South Padra Wand, but have
added additional space at Corpus
Chel/Port Aranaaa Texas tor only
600.00 per person lor 8 dsys/7
nights vi new dekixs condominium
lodging on ths Corpus beach with
pools and lacuna) Unused specs
svaastse CM Sunchaee Tours tol
tree TODAY 1-800-321-6B11. Keep
caBng, avaryona wama to gol

1 * 2 bdrm. apts * houeee
Ctoae to campus
CM 382-7464 betore 6 p.m.

1*74 AUDI, iroatont oonrjhon.
Asking SI 460.00. Cal 362-7884.

Counselors Camp Wayne, northeastern Perme Co-Ed ohMsn's camp.
Wa wa Interview on Camp Day March
70i. wme 670 Broadway. Lynorook.
NY. 11683. (Incajde your telephone
number)

JACK'S BAKERY

MB —Hats orl to you tor a I
Florida Fkig! Thanks. Your Alpha PN
SaBsrs

MuetSel
Soon Pweohute with M the accessories. Exossent Cond Make ofler
Evening 362-7848

NEED a raeabre student to post ads
(perl-time, your own hours) on college bueatln boards Good pay.
steady Income Wme Room 600,
407 S. Dearborn. Chicago. L
80606

subs, pkis much much more
Free DekVery 352-44*3

ICE CREAM DELIVERY

•T#nta*jv-

For Sato: NatoJllLlI 480 atorso cs»v
sstle deck One yew ok), mint condition, mew capable Ortgtonaly coet
S460. Asking (276 364-2839.

Experienced wsrtrsss
AveJasHe M W F Oaya 1 Weekends
Apply ki Person. Bash Rlprocks
126 W Wooeter

i Fears w/1 typnoala
362-8777

• • 'TO THE BEAVER- •
Congrats on your games this past
waakand Mayba youl gal a hat-trick
al Mans! I'd lie to get to know ya
better, a) the feeing mutual?? Sorry I
massed ye m the carstens Saturday...

SJRI'DVOOQQS

One bdrm. turn apt.
wtodmf. uts M. S276m».. no
pass. dapoM. mmad occup. 8333768.

Houeee t Apts lor 84-85 school
yew 352 9467 between 12-4 or
362-6817 aBar 6

HELP WANTED

Improve ConHrJence w/Hypnoals
362-8777

TO MY FAVORTTl J. RKKUNS
IAHIMAM: COMOMATS ON YOUR
NEW JOB - I KNEW YOU COULD
DO ITI THANK* FOR A OREAT
WEBKENOI YOU'VE BEEN WONDERFUL AND I LOVE YOU LOTS!
LOVE, YOUR FIANCEE

FOR SALE RHODES ELECTRIC PIANO 73 KEY. MARK IV STAGE
PIANO. CALL JOE 382-8206.

Apt aval, tor renvsirider ol this ssr - 1 m rmte. 362-7976

Party Room For Rant
4-O'sCk*
rtiandHkjh
362-0378 anet 6: 362-7324

IN*

MARDIQRAS
•ON THE SS-VEH SCREEN"
MARCH 1 —3
UNION

tax

Female tnnililaws naadsd Immadl.
atory Own room; $117 50Vmo t
alec Outot loceoon Ftosse CM 3628178.

PRESENTS
-TARTUFFE"
Fab. 10-16 6 Fab 22-26
Mam Aud.. 8 p.m.
Fab. 26 Minis, 3 p.m.
Students $2. Adults *4
327271»lornmrl—one

TOLEDO ART MUSEUM

Mrs
Thanks lor ms great breaktaet and
knlaaHc taa Saturday' Wa hop* you
had as good a Mm* as we del
Looking lorward to ma Mure meet
rtjal
Lova, Tha Broewra ol PH Kappa Tau

UNTVERSTfY THEATRE

THE BROTHERS OF SKMA ALPHA
EPSILON WOULD UKE TO CON
QRATULATE ALEX BARCLAY ON
HTS LAVAUERMQ TO TMA KNEI8UEY.

JU0Y A.H0MA
II aaama to ma thai al your I
are coming true Hornacomlng. Aurtsa Andaraon. and now Johnt Contfessaeriin on your .akkrarn aliaHil
(Sony I rutted »« surprise | rm ao
happy lor you.
•
Lova, Kim

DELIVERED EVEMMOt 164-1001
AFW. 7TH IS THE DATE TO
WRITEDOWN.
AOOY MURPHY WSJ. BE IN TOWh|
F YOU DONT HAVE A MATE
ITS 8TU. NOT TOO LATE
46 DAYS TO FND A P.M DATE

SEE JACK rVHTTE
SEE JACK WHITE
Al waak In to Union.
Al weak m M Union

AbbaVt
Corner
48 Certain tldee
48 Llleitory, lor
abort

DOWN
1 Impetuous
2 Saxophone or
recorder
3 One ol the "Tall
Ship."
4 Uptight

5 Signal to atop
6 Pumice source
7 The perfect
number

8 Intermingle
9 Pays high tribute
10
11
12
13
22
24
26
27
29

Clotho and sisters
Popular toy
Land ol the Incas
River into the
Baltic
Ran tor the hllla
Inclined
Coarse (lies
Bar ol metal
Legil attachment

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

1

30 Lag leatures
32 Common wall
studding
33 Unearthly
34 Keep an
37 Neighbor ol Mont.
40 How many Immigrants traveled
42 Lath, parts
45 Hindu dress
47 Female saint:
Abbr.
50 Finely chopped
54 Ship to
56 Fishing line
support
57 Renown
58 Alternative votes,
French style
59 Collee makers
60 Horse breed
61 Publisher Conde
63 On the main .
64 "
ol Flying":

Jong

mi

ii
n tin mill, i
■IHI1-I llll II
I
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niiiiijii
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I III I
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